[Changes in the somatosensory evoked potentials in the night sleep of healthy subjects under conditions of preceding emotional stress].
Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) were studied in eight healthy subjects in a state of alertness, in different stages of night sleep and also in night sleep after previous emotional stress. Characteristic changes of SEP were revealed in the second stage of sleep in delta-sleep and in the phase of rapid sleep. In conditions of emotional stress changes in SEP characteristics in periods of alertness and of night sleep were observed, expressed in the amplitude increase of a number of components. Asymmetry was revealed with predominance of the amplitude increase in the right hemisphere in the phase of the rapid sleep testifying to different roles of the cerebral hemispheres in processing of emotionally significant information. SEP changes in different functional states after the influence of emotional stress were considered as the reflection of non-specific activation increase possibly due to activation of the limbic structures in response to stress-producing stimulus.